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We investigate the coherence properties of individual nuclear spin quantum bits in diamond [Dutt et al.,
Science 316, 1312 (2007)] when a proximal electronic spin associated with a nitrogen-vacancy (N-V)
center is being interrogated by optical radiation. The resulting nuclear spin dynamics are governed by
time-dependent hyperfine interaction associated with rapid electronic transitions, which can be described
by a spin-fluctuator model. We show that due to a process analogous to motional averaging in nuclear
magnetic resonance, the nuclear spin coherence can be preserved after a large number of optical excitation
cycles. Our theoretical analysis is in good agreement with experimental results. It indicates a novel
approach that could potentially isolate the nuclear spin system completely from the electronic
environment.
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Nuclear spins are of fundamental importance for storage
and processing of quantum information. Their excellent
coherence properties make them a superior qubit candidate
even in room temperature solids. Unfortunately, their weak
coupling to the environment also makes it difficult to
isolate and manipulate individual nuclei. Recently, coherent preparation, manipulation and readout of individual
13
C nuclear spins in the diamond lattice were demonstrated
[1,2]. These experiments make use of optical polarization
and manipulation of the electronic spin associated with a
nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) color center in the diamond lattice
[3–6]. This enables reliable control of the nuclear spin
qubit via hyperfine interactions with the electronic spin.
In order to be useful for applications in scalable quantum
information processing [3], such as quantum communication [7] and quantum computation [8], the quantum coherence of the nuclear spins must be maintained even when
the electronic state is undergoing fast transitions associated
with optical measurement and with entanglement generation between electronic spins. In this Letter, we investigate
coherence properties of such an optically illuminated nuclear spin-electron spin system. We show that these properties are well-described by a spin-fluctuator model [9–
12], involving a single nuclear spin (system) coupled by
the hyperfine interaction to an electron [13] (fluctuator)
that undergoes rapid optical transitions and mediates the
coupling between the nuclear spin and the environment.
We generalize the spin-fluctuator model to a vector description, necessary for single N-V centers in diamond [1],
and make direct comparisons with experiments. Most importantly we demonstrate that the decoherence of the nuclear spin due to the rapidly fluctuating electron is greatly
suppressed via a mechanism analogous to motional narrowing in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [14,15],
allowing the nuclear spin coherence to be preserved even
after hundreds of optical excitation cycles. We further
0031-9007=08=100(7)=073001(4)

show that by proper tuning of experimental parameters it
may be possible to completely decouple the nuclear spin
system from the electronic environment. The spinfluctuator model discussed here for N-V centers can be
generalized to other AMO systems (see Refs. [16,17] for
the recent progress).
The essential idea of this work is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
consider an individual nuclear spin system (I  1=2, associated with a 13 C atom) that is weakly coupled to the
electronic spin of an N-V center via the hyperfine interaction. The transitions between ground and optically excited
electronic states are caused by laser light and spontaneous
emission of photons. The strength of the hyperfine inter-

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Energy levels (left) and schematic
model (right) for optical transitions between different electronic
states (jai and jbi), with transition rates rba and rab . The
~ b ) (blue arrow) depends
precession of the nuclear spin (!
~ a or !
on the electronic state (jai or jbi) (orange arrow). (b) Random
telegraph trajectory of the electron, and time-dependent precession of the nuclear spin. (c) Geometric representation of Larmor
precession vectors. (d) The decoherence rate  as a function of
the differential precession frequency !, in units of .
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action differs between the ground and the excited electronic states, because they have different spatial wave
functions and thus different overlap with the nucleus. As
the electron undergoes rapid optical transitions, the nuclear
spin precesses according to a time-dependent effective
magnetic field induced by the electron.
This situation can be modeled by considering the electron as a fluctuator with two states, jai and jbi. Let us first
assume that the incoherent transitions between these two
rba

electronic states jai  jbi are described by the random
rab

telegraph process as shown in Fig. 1(b), which is fully
characterized by the classical transition rates rba and rab
(corresponding to the optical pumping rate and the radiative decay rate, respectively, resulting from an off-resonant
optical drive). The nuclear spin will undergo timedependent precession, characterized by vectors !
~ a and
!
~ b for the electronic states jai and jbi, respectively
[Fig. 1(a)].
In general, the precession vectors !
~ a and !
~ b may point
along different directions as shown in Fig. 1(c). For example, the nuclear spin can precess around different axes
for different electronic states. Furthermore, the electron
undergoes fast optical transitions and introduces high frequency noise, which, in addition to dephasing, can induce
spin flips [1]. Therefore, we need to consider the nuclear
spin precession around a time-dependent, stochastic vector
!t,
~
generalizing the earlier scalar model [11,12].
Let  and ! be the typical scales for the electron
transition rates and the difference between the qubit precession vectors, respectively. Let us now consider the
limiting case of a fast fluctuator (  !). In this case
we may use a perturbative approach associated with the
small phase shift acquired by the nuclear spin during one
excitation cycle   !=. On average this phase shift
will result in a modification of the precession frequency. In
addition, due to random variations in the time spent in
different electronic states the phase shift will undergo a
random walk with diffusion constant 2   !2 =.
More precisely, to the first order, we have the average
precession vector
r1 !
~  r1
~b
ab !
h!i
~  ba 1a
;
1
rba  rab

underlying physics is analogous to the motional narrowing
of NMR [14], in which the rapid motion of the environment
(corresponding to large ) averages out the randomly
accumulated phase.
In the opposite slow-fluctuator limit ( & !), the
decoherence rate is only determined by the fluctuator
transition rates. For each fluctuator transition, there is a
time variation, t  1=, which induces an uncertainty in
the rotation   !t  !=  1. This implies that a
single transition of the fluctuator is sufficient to destroy the
coherence of the spin system. The resulting qualitative
dependence of the nuclear spin decay upon difference in
Larmor precession is illustrated in Fig. 1(d).
We now introduce the master equation formalism and
illustrate that it is possible to reduce the system dynamics
to a set of linear differential equations, even in the presence
of the noncommutative stochastic precession. We will first
solve the spin-fluctuator model with the two-state fluctuator described above. After that, we extend the procedure to
include multistate fluctuators into the formalism.
The incoherent transition of the two-state fluctuator
[Fig. 1(a)] can be described by the master equations
  
 
d pa
rba rab
pa

;
(2)
rba rab pb
dt pb
where pa and pb are occupation probabilities for states jai
and jbi.
The Hamiltonian of the nuclear spin (depending on the
state of the fluctuator) is H  jaihaj Ha  jbihbj Hb ,
~
~ a I~ and Hb  !
~ b I.
with Ha  !
Since there is no coherence between different fluctuator
states, we may write the density matrix for the composite
system as   jaihaj a  jbihbj b , where


j;11 j;12
j 
j;21 j;22
for j  a or b. The unitary evolution of the density matrix
 with Hamiltonian H can be decomposed into two und
coupled parts: dt
j  i Hj ; j for j  a, b. In terms of
the Liouville operator, the unitary evolution is
d
~ j  Lj ~ j ;
dt

(1)

where the weights are proportional to the durations of
different states for the fluctuator. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(c), h!i
~ defines the quantization axis of the spin
system. The difference between the instantaneous precession vector (!
~ a or !
~ b ) and h!i,
~ !
~ !
~ a  h!i
~ can be
decomposed into the parallel and perpendicular components. The perpendicular component introduces spin flips
along the quantization axis at rate 1  !2? =. The
parallel component causes stochastic phase accumulation,
leading to dephasing at the rate   !2k =. Note that
both rates are inversely proportional to the fluctuator transition rate  in the limit of fast electronic transitions. The

(3)

where the density operator is represented by a column
vector ~ j  j;11 ; j;12 ; j;21 ; j;22 T and the Liouville operator by a matrix
Lj

L!
~j

iHj

II

Hj ;

(4)

for j  a, b. Notice that the transition matrix depends
linearly on the precession vector, and such linearity implies
L!
~a L !
~b  L !
~a !
~b .
Combining the dynamics of the system and the fluctuator, we may write down the following master equations:
  
 
d ~ a
rab
La  rba
~ a

;
(5)
rba
Lb  rab ~ b
dt ~ b
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where La and Lb describe the (slow) dynamics of the
precession; rba  rba I44 and rab  rab I44 are associated with the (fast) incoherent optical transitions between
electronic states, not affecting the nuclear spin.
We generalize to a multistate fluctuator, by introducing
rij the fluctuator transition rate from state j to state i, and
P
rjj
ij rij the total transition rate from state j to all
other states. For an N-state fluctuator, the generalized form
for Eq. (5) is
N
X
d
~ i  Li  rii ~ i 
rij ~ j
dt
ji

(6)

where ~ j  j;11 ; j;12 ; j;21 ; j;22 T for j  1; 2; . . . ; N,
and rij  rij I44 . When there are M fluctuators, with Nj
states for the jth fluctuator, we can
Q always reduce it to one
composite fluctuator with N  M
j1 Nj states.
Given all the parameters f!
~ i g and frij g, we can solve
~ i t exactly from the above 4N linear differential equations [Eq. (6)] with initial conditions for f~ i 0g. Finally,
the
~ 
P density matrix of the nuclear spin system is t

~
t,
which
together
with
Eq.
(6)
provides
an
exact
i i
solution to the generalized spin-fluctuator model.
The experimental procedure for probing the dynamics of
an optically illuminated nuclear spin qubit proximal to
N-V centers in diamond is described in detail in Ref. [1].
The N-V center is a spin triplet in the ground electronic
state. In the experiment we optically polarize the electron
into ms  0, in which the hyperfine interaction with the
nuclear spin vanishes to leading order. Furthermore, it is
believed [18], and is confirmed by experimental evidence
reported below, that the electronic spin is a good quantum
number during the optical excitation of the N-V center.
Hence the electron should mostly remain in the ms  0
manifold during optical excitation.
However, the hyperfine interaction with the electron can
dramatically change the precession of the nuclear spin by
modifying its effective magnetic moment [4]. The direction and magnitude of the precession vector, which is
determined by the effective g tensor [4], varies due to the
changes in the contact and dipolar interactions associated
with different electronic states. Under these experimental
conditions, the nuclear precession vectors associated with
different electronic states should be proportional to the
perpendicular components of the external magnetic field,
B? , with a proportionality constant and direction that
depends upon the electronic state. Thus, we present the
experimental data (Fig. 2) as functions of the ground state
precession frequency !g (!g / B? ), which can be accurately measured. Both the optically induced decoherence
rate  (the decay rate of the nuclear spin Bloch vector) and
the change in average Larmor precession frequency h!i
~ 
!g were measured for a particular N-V center. For the
presented data, the optical excitation rate was chosen to
correspond to about one half of saturation intensity.

FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison between experimental data
(points) and simulation (lines). (a) Optically induced decoherence rate  as a function of ground state Larmor precession
frequency !g (data adopted from Ref. [1]). (b) Shift of average
Larmor precession frequency jh!ij
~  !g as a function of !g .
For both plots, the axes are also labeled in dimensionless units,
normalized by the radiative decay rate   86 s1 . Experimental data points (blue triangles, red diamonds) include nuclear
^ z)
spins prepared along both directions (x,
^ perpendicular to the
^ The full lines are from simulation
Larmor precession vector (y).
of the generalized spin-fluctuator model, averaging over 50 different sets of randomly generated excited states, as described in
the text. The simulation assumes N  3 for the fluctuator (i.e.
one ground state and two excited states [19,20]). The dashed
lines are the statistical standard deviation of the different realizations. In panel (a), the curves from simulation are manually
shifted upwards by 0  3:4  103 , as described in the text.

A comparison between first-principle theory and experiment would require precise knowledge of nuclear precession vectors for both the ground and excited electronic
states. The experiments, performed at room temperature,
involve excitation of multiple excited states, whose wave
functions are not known in great detail. To model quantum
dynamics of such a system, we assume that the excited
state precession vector has similar order of magnitude to
that of the ground state, but might point along a different
direction. In the following, we label the ground state as the
first state of the fluctuator with precession frequency !
~g
!
~ 1 for the proximal nuclear spin. The jth excited state has
precession vector !
~ j , with its three components drawn
from a normal distribution with mean 0 and deviation
!  !g , for j  2; . . . ; N. We assume that the excitation
rate from the 1st to the jth excited state rj1  R=N  1,
the radiative decay rate r1j    86 s1 [19], and the
total excitation rate R  . The transitions among excited
states are neglected. According to [19,20], there are at least
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two excited states involved in the optical transition, so we
set N  3. By choosing !  2:5!g , we find good agreement between theory and experiment as shown in Fig. 2.
In the fast-fluctuating regime (!g  ), the experimental decoherence rate increases quadratically with !g , consistent with the scaling obtained from the fast-fluctuator
limit. When the precession frequency becomes comparable
to the fluctuator transition rates (!g & 0:2),  increases
subquadratically with !g . This is because we are in the
transition region as indicated in Fig. 1(d). In principle, for
even higher precession frequency, the decoherence rate
should saturate at the optical transition rate. Experimentally, however, it is difficult to manipulate the nuclear
spin for very high precession frequency (!g > 0:2) [1].
In addition to the electronic spin-conserving optical
transitions analyzed above, the spin-changing transitions
between ms  0 and ms  1 may also induce decoherence of the nuclear spin. However, the hyperfine field from
the electron in spin state ms  1 is oriented along the
well-defined z axis [1], which introduces decoherence for
nuclear spin state j"iX , but not for j"iZ . This contradicts the
observation that the decoherence rates (with initial states
j"iX and j"iZ ) are similar for the observed center (see
Fig. 2). Therefore, we conclude that the spin-changing
transitions should not be the dominant process for optically
induced nuclear spin decoherence.
By extrapolating the experimental data to zero external
magnetic field, we find that there is still a finite decoherence rate 0  3:4  103  [simulation curves are offset
with additional fitting parameter in Fig. 2(a)]. Remarkably,
these data indicate that the nuclear spin coherence is still
maintained after scattering =0  300 photons by the
electron. This insensitivity, enabled via effects analogous
to motional averaging, is of critical importance for the
feasibility of N-V-center-based distant quantum communication [7] and distributed quantum computation [8]
protocols.
The zero field decoherence rate 0 is still related to
optical transitions, because it is much larger than the
observed decoherence rate of the nuclear spin in the dark
dark  3  104  [1]. We attribute this zero field decoherence to the orbital motion of the optically excited states,
which produces a ‘‘residual’’ magnetic field at the position
of the nucleus. The residual magnetic field can be present
for optically excited states, because the orbital motion for
these states is not quenched [19,20]. Considering the nucleus on the second coordination sphere with respect to the
 the magnetic field from the
vacancy (i.e., r  2:6 A),
orbital motion is approximately B =r3  500–1000 G.
This gives an estimated decoherence rate 0  !2 = 
1–5  103 , which is consistent with the value observed experimentally.
These observations may allow us to develop new methods to further suppress optically induced nuclear decay.
Specifically, at low temperatures (T < 10 K), it is possible
to resolve individual optical transitions and selectively
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drive the electron between the ground state and one excited
state. Under these conditions, it should be possible to
eliminate the decoherence 0 by applying an external
magnetic field that exactly compensates the residual field
from the orbital motion. With the compensation at this
‘‘sweet spot’’, the nuclear spin sees the same total magnetic
field, regardless of the state of the electron, and therefore
can be completely decoupled from the electronic environment [21].
In conclusion, we have shown that the vector spinfluctuator model provides a good description for our observations of coherence properties of the optically illuminated nuclear spin qubit. Our theoretical and experimental
results demonstrate a substantial suppression of nuclear
spin decoherence due to the mechanism analogous to the
motional averaging in NMR. Our analysis further indicated
a new approach that may allow us to completely decouple
the nuclear spin and the electron during optical excitation.
These results are of critical importance for scalable applications of N-V-center-based quantum registers [7,8].
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